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Chapter 157 Video As Proof

The next day, when Ryan and Elena came to the conference hall together, no one knew when Ryan had returned. There was a trace

of evasion in their eyes and they did not dare to look at him.

Elena was very clear about the reason but she did not have the mood to care about them. She took the documents which Roman

said to have 3 million yuan in deficit yesterday and planned to confront him.

Roman looked at Elena, who was sitting beside Ryan. Although he was dying with jealousy, he did not say anything.

He threw all the information in his hands to the center of the table and said to the shareholders. “There is a problem with this

financial report. If Ryan can prove that he didn’t poach the company, this matter will be resolved. Otherwise, even if I am your

Big Brother, I will not protect you.”

“I have something to say.”

Elena ignored Roman’s words and stood up. She placed the financial statements in her hand one by one in front of the

shareholders before returning to her seat.

“The previous financial statement was subcontracted by someone. This is the correct one. Furthermore, there is Mr. Roman

Monor’s personal signature in it. If you don’t believe me, you can go and investigate.”

Elena addressed Roman with his full name, which described her attitude towards the later.

After finished speaking, she enlarged the picture to the screen. This way, Roman would not be able to go back on his words.

The shareholders discussed animatedly. Looking at the financial report in their hands, they knew there was no problem. It seemed

that Roman’s side had been tampered with.

“This is a serious matter. This must be thoroughly investigated.”

“You’re right. If we allow these people to cause trouble, it will destroy the harmony between our two young masters.” Those

people suddenly started to think about Roman and Ryan.

Elena looked at these creepy old men with disdain. She felt these fence-sitters were disgusting.

“Since you all think someone did this, I watched the entire company’s surveillance video last night. There is really a big discovery

but it was my fault.”

After Ryan finished speaking, those people started to make noise again. “Didn’t you get financial report back? How is it your

fault?”

When the directors saw that Ryan cleanly escaped from his situation without a scratch, they started to hug his thighs tightly again.

So what if Ryan left the position of president? Roman was really not a match of a single hair of this man.

At this time, Xavier walked in with an unknown USB drive in his hands. He slightly bowed to the members present, then went in

front of the projector and inserted the USB in the computer.

Suddenly, a video started at the screen. There was the scene of Roman’s office. A lot of people were coming in and out. The

people who had dealings with Roman on the screen did not have any abnormalities after all it was about work.

Everything was alright until a woman’s figure suddenly showed on the screen. It was no other than Tina.

Tina handed a document to Roman with a nervous expression.

When the directors saw this woman, they were stunned. “Who is this woman? Why have I never seen her before? Is she a new

intern from somewhere?”

Elena finally knew what Tina gave Roman.

“I should not have left this woman in our company and let her frame me.”

Ryan looked at Roman. This person didn’t seem to care about anything and didn’t explain anything.

“I can’t believe there is such a thing. This woman is a scourge. I suggest that we just fire her and never hire her again. We also

want to completely shut her down.”

“You’re right. We must definitely punish her severely for this matter.”

Those people became even angrier when they found out that it was Tina who did it. If this woman really succeeded, the entire

Monor family would be in chaos.

“I will go and call Tina over.” Elena got up and left the meeting room angrily. This woman wanted to frame her husband? She

really had a thick skin.

Roman looked at her and did not say anything.

Elena walked to Tina and knocked on her desk. “Come with me to the meeting room. There is something I need you to do.”

“The meeting room? Sister-in-law, I’m just an intern. Even if I go up, I won’t be able to understand anything.”

Tina faintly felt that something was about to happen and her heart was slightly flustered.
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